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Behavioral and neurobiological effects of GnRH agonist
treatment in mice—potential implications for puberty
suppression in transgender individuals
Christoph Anacker1,2,3,4, Ezra Sydnor5,9, Briana K. Chen 6, Christina C. LaGamma1,10, Josephine C. McGowan6, Alessia Mastrodonato1,2,
Holly C. Hunsberger1,2, Ryan Shores1, Rushell S. Dixon6, Bruce S. McEwen7, William Byne2,8, Heino F. L. Meyer-Bahlburg2,8,
Walter Bockting2,8, Anke A. Ehrhardt2,8 and Christine A. Denny 1,2

In the United States, ~1.4 million individuals identify as transgender. Many transgender adolescents experience gender dysphoria
related to incongruence between their gender identity and sex assigned at birth. This dysphoria may worsen as puberty progresses.
Puberty suppression by gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonists (GnRHa), such as leuprolide, can help alleviate gender dysphoria
and provide additional time before irreversible changes in secondary sex characteristics may be initiated through feminizing or
masculinizing hormone therapy congruent with the adolescent’s gender experience. However, the effects of GnRH agonists on
brain function and mental health are not well understood. Here, we investigated the effects of leuprolide on reproductive function,
social and affective behavior, cognition, and brain activity in a rodent model. Six-week-old male and female C57BL/6J mice were
injected daily with saline or leuprolide (20 μg) for 6 weeks and tested in several behavioral assays. We found that leuprolide
increases hyperlocomotion, changes social preference, and increases neuroendocrine stress responses in male mice, while the same
treatment increases hyponeophagia and despair-like behavior in females. Neuronal hyperactivity was found in the dentate gyrus
(DG) of leuprolide-treated females, but not males, consistent with the elevation in hyponeophagia and despair-like behavior in
females. These data show for the first time that GnRH agonist treatment after puberty onset exerts sex-specific effects on social-
and affective behavior, stress regulation, and neural activity. Investigating the behavioral and neurobiological effects of GnRH
agonists in mice will be important to better guide the investigation of potential consequences of this treatment for youth
experiencing gender dysphoria.
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INTRODUCTION
An estimated 0.5 percent of U.S. adults identify as transgender [1].
Many transgender individuals experience gender dysphoria,
i.e., psychological distress associated with incongruence between
their gender identity and their sex assigned at birth [2, 3]. Gender
dysphoria often leads to feelings of anxiety, depression, and social
isolation at a young age, impacting school performance, cogni-
tion, and emotional maturation [3, 4]. In early adolescence, gender
dysphoria may worsen when unwanted secondary sex character-
istics develop during puberty [5]. In order to alleviate dysphoria,
an increasing number of adolescents and their families seek
medical and social interventions to affirm a gender expression
more congruent with their experienced gender [6–9].
Early gender-affirming medical intervention most commonly is

a two-step process. The first step is aimed at halting puberty

development to suppress further emergence of secondary sex
characteristics consistent with sex assigned at birth. The second
step is therapy with feminizing or masculinizing hormones to
initiate puberty progression consistent with the adolescent’s
experienced gender [6, 10]. Pharmacological suppression of
puberty is generally initiated in or after Tanner stage II, that
is, shortly after the onset of puberty and the first emergence
of secondary sex characteristics [11, 12]. Treatment with
gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonists (GnRHa), such as
leuprolide, are commonly used to halt normal progression of
sexual development [13, 14]. The clinical purpose of GnRHa
administration to transgender youth in early adolescence is: (1) to
prevent further development of secondary sex characteristics
consistent with sex assigned at birth, which risks increasing or
perpetuating anatomic dysphoria and related social stigma; and
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(2) to gain time for (therapist-assisted) consideration of the
transgender identity before starting hormone treatments that lead
to irreversible development of secondary sex characteristics
consistent with the individual’s gender identity.
While puberty suppression is therefore a crucial step to alleviate

gender dysphoria and associated psychological distress [15, 16],
the broader biological impact of interfering with GnRH signaling
and with the crucial developmental process of puberty are largely
unknown, particularly with respect to their impact on the brain.
Clinical and preclinical studies have shown that GnRH agonists can
have long-term consequences on bone density and visuospatial-,
executive-, and memory function [17–23]. However, neurobiolo-
gical effects of GnRHa treatment with regards to mental health
have not yet been extensively explored.
The GnRH receptor (GnRHR) is found in many limbic brain

regions involved in emotional and cognitive function, such as the
hippocampus [24, 25]. This expression profile raises concerns that
GnRHa treatment for puberty suppression may have neuropsy-
chiatric consequences beyond those related to alleviating gender
dysphoria and related anxiety. Specifically, GnRHa treatment has
been shown to alter gene expression in the amygdala and in the
hippocampus in sheep in a sex-dependent manner, and structural
MRI studies have shown that GnRHa administration during
puberty onset increases amygdala size in adulthood with greater
effect sizes in females than in males [26, 27]. These previous
studies indicate potential effects of GnRHa on the development of
brain regions important for affective behavior, and highlight the
need for more in-depth research in this vastly understudied area
of mental health.
While modeling gender dysphoria and puberty suppression in

rodents is challenging due to the widely unknown biological
factors that influence gender identity, rodent models have the
potential to isolate the biological effects of GnRHa treatment on
brain function and behavior from the dysphoria and psychological
distress associated with an incongruence between gender identity
and sex assigned at birth. We, therefore, developed a mouse
model to halt puberty progression by chronically treating
adolescent mice with leuprolide after puberty onset. We then
tested the effects of leuprolide on rodent behavioral phenotypes
that are commonly associated with anxiety-like or depressive-like
behavior, including social behavior, despair-like behavior, hypo-
neophagia, avoidance, cognitive function, and stress reactivity. In
addition, we investigated neural activity in the hippocampus as a
crucial brain structure for cognition, social behavior, stress
processing and affective behavior [28, 29]. Our results show for
the first time that chronic leuprolide treatment after puberty onset
has sex-dependent effects on behavior, regional brain activity, and
reproductive organ weights. In particular, leuprolide changes
social preference and increases hyperlocomotion in male mice,
while leuprolide-treated female mice show increased despair-like
behavior, hyponeophagia, and hyperactivity of the dentate gyrus
(DG) region of the hippocampus, which is a crucial regulator of
stress responses and negative affect [29–31]. If we can improve
our understanding of how GnRHa treatment affects puberty
progression, brain function and behavior in an animal model, we
may be able to better predict and understand both hormonal
influences during adolescent critical periods where sex-specific
emotional behaviors emerge, and the impact of pubertal
suppression in human adolescents.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice
Male and female C57BL/6J mice were purchased from Jackson
Laboratories (Hudson, NY) at 4 weeks of age. Mice were housed
5 per cage in a 12-h (06:00–18:00) light-dark colony room at 22 °C.
Food and water were provided ad libitum. Behavioral testing was
performed during the light phase. Body weight measurements

were taken throughout the study to assess the impact of
leuprolide on weight gain or loss. All experiments were approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the
New York State Psychiatric Institute (NYSPI).

Drugs
Leuprolide (GnRH agonist) treatment. Mice were injected sub-
cutaneously (s.c.) with leuprolide antigens (20 μg, Sigma-Aldrich,
MO) daily for 6 weeks. This dose was based on previous rodent
studies investigating the effects of the GnRH agonist, triptorelin,
on uterine development and hormone receptor expression [32].
Clinical doses in humans vary from 7.5 to 45mg injections every
4 weeks (i.e., ~250–1450 μg/day). Considering that the basal
metabolic rate of mice is about seven times that of a human, our
dose of 20 μg/day would correspond to 140 μg/day in humans,
which is slightly lower than the clinical dose. Control mice were
injected with saline (0.9% NaCl) daily for 6 weeks.

Vaginal cytology
Vaginal cytology was evaluated for the first 2 weeks of leuprolide
treatment using vaginal lavage and cytological identification
(Fig. S1). Briefly, 50 μl of sterile saline was washed along the vaginal
canal and then pipetted onto a glass microscope slide. Smears were
imaged using the ×10 objective of a standard brightfield microscope
(Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Vaginal smears were classified into
one of four estrous stages (e.g., proestrus, estrus, diestrus, or
metestrus) depending on vaginal cell morphology [33].

Behavioral assays
Behavioral testing commenced after 2 weeks of leuprolide
treatment. At this time point, all leuprolide-treated female mice
had stopped cycling and were in metestrus or proestrus,
indicating that leuprolide was effective in suppressing gonadal
hormone release (Fig. S1). Please see Supplemental Methods for a
full description of behavioral assays.

Tissue collection and processing
Three days following the last behavioral test, mice were exposed
to a novel cage for 10 min. Blood samples were obtained by
submandibular blood draw 30min following novelty exposures,
and mice were deeply anesthetized with (R,S)-ketamine (100 mg/
kg) and xylazine (15 mg/kg) 30 min following blood collection.
Half of all mice that underwent behavioral testing were perfused
with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for brain collection and
immunohistochemistry. Brains were processed as previously
described [34] and sliced into 50-μm sections using a vibratome.
The remaining mice were euthanized by decapitation and
reproductive organs were carefully dissected and weighed.

Immunohistochemistry
For c-fos immunohistochemistry, sections were washed in 1X
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) in three increments of 10 min
each. Sections were then blocked in 10% normal donkey serum
(NDS) in 1X PBS with 0.3% TritonX-100 (1X PBST) solution for 45
min. After blocking, sections were incubated in rabbit polyclonal
IgG anti-c-fos (1:5000/3% NDS/97% PBST, SySy, Goettingen,
Germany) for 3 days at 4 °C. Sections were then washed in three
increments of 10 min each in 1X PBS and incubated in secondary
antibody solution consisting of Alexa 488 conjugated Donkey
Anti-Rabbit IgG (1:500, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) for 2 h.
Sections were washed again in 3 increments of 10 min each in 1X
PBS. Finally, sections were mounted on slides and dried for ~30
min before Fluoromount G (Electron Microscopy Sciences,
Hatfield, PA) and a cover slip were added.

Statistical analysis
All data were analyzed using Prism 7.0. Normality was tested
using a Shapiro–Wilk test. Generally, the effect of drug or sex in
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parametric data was analyzed using two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) where appropriate. Post hoc Sidak’s or Tukey’s multiple
comparison’s test was used to correct for multiple comparisons
where appropriate. For the novelty-suppressed feeding (NSF)
test, Kaplan–Meier survival analysis and Mantel-Cox log-rank
test was used to evaluate differences between the experimental
groups with non-parametric data. To correct for multiple
comparisons of Kaplan–Meier survival curves, the alpha error
probability of α= 0.05 was divided by the number of comparisons
(k= 4) to generate a significance threshold of α= 0.0125 for
each individual comparison. For comparisons of two groups
(e.g., to determine the impact of leuprolide on uterine horn
weight), student’s t-tests were performed. Please see Table S1 for a
summary of all statistical results.

RESULTS
Leuprolide alters locomotion and social preference in male, but
not in female mice
Male and female C57BL/6J mice were administered daily injections
of saline or leuprolide starting at 6 weeks of age (Fig. 1a). At
8 weeks of age, leuprolide treatment halted estrous cycle changes
in female mice (Fig. S1) without affecting body weight in either
sex (Fig. S2). We first sought to determine if leuprolide
administration changes locomotion in a sex-specific manner.
During a 15-min assessment in the open-field (OF) arena,
leuprolide-treated male mice exhibited increased locomotion
when compared with saline-treated male mice and this effect
was not observed in leuprolide-treated female mice (Fig. 1b, c;
S3a). The percent of time spent in the center or periphery did not
significantly differ between saline- and leuprolide-treated groups
(Fig. S3b, c).
We next investigated whether leuprolide treatment affects

social investigation of a same-sex and other-sex conspecific. Social
preference for an other-sex conspecific has been shown to
develop in adolescent mice at the time of puberty onset [35]. In
our social investigation assay, during the habituation trial, two
empty wire-mesh cups were placed in the arena (Fig. 1d) [36]. All
mice investigated the empty male zone (Fig. 1d) and the empty
female zone (Fig. 1e) equally during the first minute of trial 1, and
the total time spent in the empty male- and female zones did not
differ between groups (data not shown). These data indicate that
mice were not biased towards one or the other zone of the arena.
During the testing session (trial 2), saline-treated male mice
investigated the female zone more than the male zone, consistent
with previous studies (Fig. 1f, g, light blue bar) [35]. However,
leuprolide-treated male mice spent more time in the male zone
(Fig. 1f, dark blue bars) and less time in the female zone (Fig. 1g,
dark blue bars) when compared with saline-treated male mice,
indicating that leuprolide may reverse social preference in males.
Moreover, we found a significant Treatment × Sex interaction on
social interaction behavior (Fig. S1), suggesting that leuprolide-
treated male mice may behave more similar to female mice in our
social interaction task. No effect of leuprolide was observed in
female mice (Fig. 1f, g). These data indicate that leuprolide
impacts locomotion and social preference of male, but not of
female mice.

Leuprolide increases hyponeophagia and despair-like behavior in
female, but not in male mice
Considering that the GnRH receptor is expressed in limbic brain
regions involved in affective behavior, such as the hippocampus
[29–31], we next investigated whether leuprolide may affect
behaviors that are commonly used to assess despair-like behavior
and antidepressant responses. We therefore tested leuprolide-
treated mice in the NSF paradigm and in the forced swim
test (FST). These two antidepressant-responsive tests are com-
monly used to assess hyponeophagia and despair-like behavior,

respectively [37, 38]. In the NSF paradigm, saline-treated female
mice showed significantly lower latencies to feed in the novel
arena compared with saline-treated male mice (Fig. 2a, b).
Leuprolide treatment increased the latency to eat in the novel
arena in female mice (similar to saline-treated male latencies),
indicating elevated levels of hyponeophagia upon leuprolide
treatment (Fig. 2a, b). This effect was absent in male mice.
Leuprolide did not increase the latency to eat in the home cage
(Fig. 2c) or the amount of food eaten in the home cage (Fig. 2d) in
either sex, indicating that the differences in the latency to feed in
the novel arena are indicative of hyponeophagia and not driven
by differences in hunger between saline- and leuprolide-treated
female mice.
We next tested mice in the FST, a commonly used test to

measure despair-like behavior, active coping, and antidepressant
effectiveness in rodents [38]. In female mice, leuprolide treatment
increased immobility time on day 1 (Fig. 2e) and on day 2 (Fig. 2g),
indicating that leuprolide consistently increases despair-like
behavior in female mice. This effect was absent in male mice
(Fig. 2f, h). Taken together, these data suggest that leuprolide
treatment increases hyponeophagia and despair-like behavior in
female mice, without an effect in male mice.

Leuprolide does not impact avoidance behavior in female or male
mice
To assess avoidance behavior, we next tested mice in the light-
dark test (LDT), the marble burying assay (MB), and in the
elevated plus maze (EPM). In the LDT, neither male nor female
mice exhibited differences between the time spent in the
light and dark side of the LDT (Fig. S3d, e), indicating that
leuprolide did not impact avoidance behavior in the LDT. In
the MB assay, all groups buried a comparable number of
marbles (Fig. S3f). In the EPM, female mice spent more time in
the open arms and closed arms and traveled longer distances
than male mice. Leuprolide treatment had no effect on these
measures in either sex (Fig. S3g–i). In summary, these data
indicate that leuprolide administration does not significantly
impact three complementary measures of avoidance behavior in
either sex.

Leuprolide does not impact contextual fear discrimination
learning in male or female mice
In light of previously reported effects of puberty suppression with
GnRH agonists on cognitive function [21–23], we wanted to test
whether cognitive functions that are related to mental health
might be altered in leuprolide-treated mice. We, therefore, used a
contextual fear discrimination (CFD) paradigm to test behavioral
pattern separation (PS) ability in saline- and leuprolide-treated
mice [39]. Throughout a 6-day CFD learning paradigm (Fig. 3a, b),
all groups froze at comparable levels in the fear-associated
context A, in which a shock was delivered every day. While overall
freezing levels were lower in the non-fear associated context B
(no-shock context), there was no difference in freezing between
saline- and leuprolide-treated groups (Fig. 3c, d). These data
indicate that leuprolide does not significantly impact CFD learning
in male and female mice.

Leuprolide increases the corticosterone response to novelty
exposure in male, but not in female mice
To test whether leuprolide has an effect on the neuroendocrine
response to stress, we collected peripheral blood samples
30min after mice were exposed to the mild stress of a novel
cage environment (Fig. 4a). Leuprolide treatment increased the
corticosterone response to novelty exposure (main effect of drug).
Fisher’s LSD post hoc test revealed that this effect is significant in
male mice, but not in female mice (Fig. 4b). These data suggest an
elevated neuroendocrine response to a mild stressor in male mice,
but not in female mice.
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Leuprolide increases neural activity in the dentate gyrus of
females, but not of male mice
We then wanted to investigate whether the increased despair-like
behavior and hyponeophagia that we observed in leuprolide-
treated females (shown in Fig. 3) is associated with changes in the
activity of the hippocampus, a brain region that we previously
found to be hyperactive in mice that show high levels of stress-
induced behavioral abnormalities [31]. We quantified the number
of DG neurons that were immunoreactive for the immediate early
gene (IEG), c-fos, as a proxy marker for neural activity in response
to the mild stress of a novel cage environment (Fig. 5a, b). Indeed,
the number of c-fos+ cells was increased in the DG of leuprolide-
treated female mice when compared with saline-treated mice
(Fig. 5c), which is consistent with our previous studies that have
shown an increase in the number of c-fos+ cells in the DG of

the hippocampus in mice with increased stress vulnerability [31].
Moreover, we found a significant Treatment × Sex interaction on
c-fos+ cells (Fig. S1), suggesting that leuprolide treatment may
make female DG responses to mild stress more similar to DG
activity of male mice. Leuprolide administration did not impact
the number of c-fos+ cells in the DG of male mice, consistent with
the lack of despair-like behavior and hyponeophagia in males
(Fig. 5c).

Leuprolide treatment reduces reproductive organ weight in
female mice
Following behavioral assays after 6 weeks of treatment, we also
assessed leuprolide effects on reproductive organ weights.
Leuprolide decreased the weight of uterine horn tissue and
ovaries in female mice (Fig. S4a–c) and decreased the gonadal

Fig. 1 Leuprolide increases locomotion and changes social preference in male mice, but not female mice. a Timeline of leuprolide
administration and behavioral testing. b Leuprolide increased total distance traveled in the OF in male mice. c Leuprolide did not increase the
distance traveled in the OF in female mice. d During the 1st trial of the SI assay, all mice investigated the empty male zone equally. e During
the 1st trial of the SI assay, all mice investigated the empty female zone equally. f During the 2nd trial of the SI assay, leuprolide-treated male
mice spent more time in the male zone when compared with saline-treated male mice. Leuprolide treatment did not impact social preference
of female mice. g During the 2nd trial of the SI assay, leuprolide-treated male mice spent less time in the female zone when compared with
saline-treated male mice. Leuprolide treatment did not impact social preference of female mice. n= 9–10 mice per group. Error bars represent
± SEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. min minutes, sec seconds, OF open field test, SI social interaction test.
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somatic index (testes weight/body weight) of male mice (Fig. S4e)
without affecting seminal vesicles (Fig. S4d) or fat pad weights
(Fig. Sf). These data indicate that GnRHa treatment affects female
and male reproductive systems.

DISCUSSION
Treatment with the GnRH agonist, leuprolide, is commonly used in
gender dysphoric youth after the initial onset of puberty to delay
endogenous puberty progression and to provide more time for
individuals to decide whether to initiate feminizing or masculiniz-
ing hormone therapy to affirm their gender identity [11, 12].

Leuprolide treatment in gender dysphoric adolescents to stop
progressive development of secondary sex characteristics incon-
gruent with their experienced gender identity has been shown to
alleviate anxiety and depression [15]. However, the biological
consequences associated with pubertal GnRH agonist treatment
have been poorly characterized, and have focused primarily on
physiological effects of leuprolide on bone density [17, 18]. In this
rodent study, we thus wanted to determine the effects of
leuprolide on negative affect, cognitive function, and activity
changes in brain regions known to be important for mood and
cognition. Our behavioral and neurobiological characterization
reveals for the first time that chronic leuprolide treatment, starting
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after the onset of puberty, exerts sex-specific effects on social
preference, despair-like behavior and hyponeophagia, neuroendo-
crine responses to mild stress, and hyperactivity of the DG, a
crucial neurobiological regulator of stress responses in mice.
An important hallmark of puberty in mice is the development of

male social preference for female mice [35]. We, thus, first used a
social interaction assay to assess social preference. We found that
saline-treated male mice prefer interacting with a female
mouse, indicated by more time spent in the female zone than
in the male zone. However, in leuprolide-treated male mice, social
preference was reversed, as leuprolide-treated male mice spent
more time interacting with the male mouse than the female
mouse. This reversal of social preference could potentially be due
to differences in aggressive behavior between saline- and
leuprolide-treated mice, as previous studies have shown that
male mice with disturbances in GnRH release show a lack of
interest in females and displayed no aggressive behavior toward
other male mice [40]. Interestingly, the effects of leuprolide on
social preference seem to be specific to males, as female mice did
not show any preference for the male- or the female target mouse
regardless of treatment.
Our data show that saline-treated female mice exhibited

decreased latencies to feed in the NSF arena and spent less time
immobile in the FST than male mice. While it is important to
emphasize that it is challenging to translate rodent behavior into
mental health-related human phenotypes, these two behavioral
tests are responsive to antidepressant treatment and have
commonly be interpreted as indicators of hyponeophagia and
despair-like behavior, respectively. However, in females but not in
males, leuprolide increased the latency to feed in the NSF test and
the time spent immobile in the FST, suggesting that leuprolide
treatment increases hyponeophagia and despair-like behavior,
respectively. Our findings are consistent with previous data in
sheep, which have shown that leuprolide treatment impacts mood
regulation in females, but not in males [41]. In humans, in addition
to being a treatment for gender dysphoria, leuprolide is
prescribed for several conditions, such as endometriosis pain,

uterine fibrosis, precocious puberty, or prostate cancer [42–45].
Depression is a commonly reported side effect of leuprolide
therapy when the treatment effects of leuprolide are not targeting
a disorder that in itself can lead to psychological distress
(such as gender dysphoria) [46–48]. It is important to emphasize
that our rodent model of chronic leuprolide administration is
characterized by an absence of gender dysphoria. While this
model therefore has the disadvantage that it cannot accurately
predict leuprolide effects on mental health of gender dysphoric
adolescents, it has the advantage that it can disentangle the
resolution of the psychological distress associated with the
development of secondary sex characteristics incongruent with
gender identity from the neurobiological effects of chronic GnRH
agonist treatment. While our data indicate that leuprolide
increases despair-like behavior and hyponeophagia in female
mice, leuprolide treatment in adolescents suffering from gender
dysphoria may indeed decrease depressive symptoms associated
with the development of unwanted secondary sex characteristics.
It is thus important to emphasize that for humans undergoing
gender affirmation, the benefits of leuprolide treatment on mental
health, particularly alleviation of gender dysphoria, may outweigh
any detriments indicated by our rodent experiments. This ought
to be carefully tested in future human studies. As we continue to
improve our knowledge of the biological determinants of gender
dysphoria in transgender youth [49], future studies should be
aimed at administering GnRH agonists to rodent models that
mimic biological aspects of gender incongruence.
While we found no effects of chronic leuprolide treatment

on avoidance behaviors and contextual fear discrimination
learning in either sex, leuprolide treatment increased neuroendo-
crine responses to mild stress, particularly in male mice. This
modulatory effect of leuprolide on hypothalamus-pituitary adrenal
(HPA) axis responses is likely due to the expression of GnRHR in
major brain areas involved in HPA axis regulation, including the
hippocampus, hypothalamus, or anterior pituitary. GnRH has been
shown to activate unliganded glucocorticoid receptors (GR) via a
GnRHR-dependent mechanism [50], suggesting that chronic GnRH
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treatment may alter HPA axis negative feedback regulation
indirectly by affecting GR function, which could explain the
increased corticosterone levels in novelty-exposed male mice.
In order to gain first insight into the neurobiological changes

associated with chronic leuprolide treatment, we also investigated

neural activity in the hippocampus, a brain region that is crucial
for mood and anxiety regulation, stress resilience, and cognition
[29–31, 51, 52]. In particular, we have previously shown that
hyperactivity of the DG can promote stress-induced behavioral
abnormalities in mice [31]. We, therefore, hypothesized that DG
activity would be increased in leuprolide-treated female mice that
showed higher levels of hyponeophagia and despair-like behavior.
Indeed, we found an increased number of c-fos+ cells in the DG of
leuprolide-treated female mice when compared with saline-
treated female mice, but no effect in males, suggesting that the
leuprolide-induced increase in hyponeophagia and despair-like
behavior in females may be associated with DG hyperactivity.
It is important to note that some of our behavioral,

neuroendocrine, and neurobiological findings could also be
interpreted as changes in sex-specific behavior. In the NSF
paradigm and in the FST, saline-treated females show lower
latency to feed and less immobility than male mice, respectively.
While an increase in these metrics is generally interpreted as an
increase in hyponeophagia and despair-like behavior, an alter-
native interpretation could be that female mice actually behave
more “male-like” in these tasks after GnRHa treatment. A similar
interpretation could be applied to our findings on social
preference, corticosterone levels, and DG activity: the male-
specific change in social preference and the increase in
corticosterone release following leuprolide treatment more closely
resembles social preference and corticosterone levels in control
female mice; and the female-specific increase in DG activity
following leuprolide treatment more closely resembles the activity
seen in saline-treated male mice. It is thus possible that our
findings could indicate that chronic leuprolide treatment may
reduce sex differences in behavior, neuroendocrine responsive-
ness, and hippocampus neural activity. It will be important for
future studies to test this possible reduction in sex differences
following treatment with leuprolide and other GnRH agonists in
larger cohorts of mice.
In conclusion, we report that chronic leuprolide treatment in

mice has profound effects on female behaviors that are commonly
interpreted as depression-like, as well as on neural activity in the
hippocampus—a brain region crucially involved in stress proces-
sing, depression, and cognition. While these mood-related effects
are specific to females, leuprolide causes pronounced differences
in locomotion and social preference in males and increases
neuroendocrine responses to mild stress. Our results in an animal
model shed new light on the effects of chronic GnRHa treatment
on behavioral, neuroendocrine, and neurobiological effects of a
drug that is commonly used for many clinical conditions, and
particularly to alleviate gender dysphoria in transgender youth.
Further research is needed to better understand the molecular
and neurobiological mechanisms of leuprolide administration in a
transgender context, in order to generate evidence to inform
guidelines and clinical decision-making in transgender care. The
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present study demonstrates the potential of animal work to both
guide and inform the interpretation of studies of pubertal
suspension in humans.
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